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Got PXT?

The worse jam to have is a double feed.  The 
extractor pulls off the case rim leaving an empty 
case in the chamber and the slide cycles and tries 

to feed a new round behind the stuck case.  Only 
Para’s exclusive Power Extractor Technology, 
PXT, prevents double feeds.

During research and development of the Para PXT 
we took a barrel and machined rings in the chamber 

so that when a round was fired the case could not come 
out.  When the pistol was fired, the Para® PXT™ did not 

pull off the lodged case, instead it ripped right through the 
rim. If the case had been a normal stuck case, it would have 

come out of the chamber, preventing a double feed. 

Don’t risk a double feed. Get a Para PXT 1911 today.

If you don’t get 
a Para PXT 1911, 

you will hate 
yourself tomorrow.

The claw of the 
PXT is 50% 
larger than a 
standard extractor, 
and ripped through 
the rim of this 
lodged case.

ONLINE: www.parapxt.com/pxt2007

The LDA 
is rapidly

becoming my 
favorite 1911. 

The funny 
thing is, I now 
shoot the LDA 

better than I 
do a single- 

action 1911.  .

‘‘

’’– Jeff John, 
Guns Editor
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STAINLESS 
WARTHOG

Product Code: 
WHX1045S

GET WARTHOG 
POWER

The Para Warthog is the world’s smallest .45 ACP, 10+1 
round, semi-automatic pistol. It is an extraordinary 
handgun… only 6.5 inches in length and 4.5 inches high 
including the magazine.  And because of their popularity 
the Warthog family has grown.

The first addition to the world’s most famous micro-1911 
family is the Stainless Warthog. Like all Warthogs, the 
new Stainless Warthog comes with a match-grade ramped 
barrel and the exclusive Para Power Extractor™. For vital 
reliability in short-barreled 1911-type pistols, Para created 
the ultimate dual recoil spring assembly.

All Para pistols are shipped with two magazines.  In the 
case of the Para Warthogs, there is a bonus on the second 
magazine – it comes with a grip extension.  The floor 
plate on the second magazine adds length to the grip 
giving you more holding surface and better control, but 
without altering the capacity of the magazine.  

ONLINE: www.parahawg.com/firepower

SLIM HAWG
PSHX645S

The Slim Hawg combines the 
incredibly small frame of the 
Warthog with the timeless reliability 
of the single stack, single-action 
1911. This stainless pistol holds 6+1 
rounds of .45 ACP fi repower, weighs 
a mere 30 ounces when empty and 
has Griptor™ grasping grooves to 
help control recoil and make every 
shot as accurate as possible.

Para’s special edition Nite Hawg 
has all the power of the super-
compact Warthog, while boasting 
a non-refl ective all-black fi nish and 
tritium night sights. Despite its 
small size, the Nite Hawg is also 
remarkably controllable, thanks 
to its superbly engineered and 
contoured grip design.

Para’s special edition Nite Hawg 

NITE HAWG
NHX1045N

The original super-compact .45 with 
truly awesome fi repower is the 
Para Warthog. There is no 1911-
style, ten-round, semi-auto in the 
world smaller than the Warthog. 
The classic Warthog comes in Para’s 
highly-durable Regal fi nish.

WARTHOG
WHX1045R

Para invented big-bore high capacity 
when it introduced its double-stack 
.45 ACP frame over 20 years ago.  As 
president and inventor, Ted Szabo knew 
if you are ever in a fight you can always 
use more ammo and the best place to 
have it was in the pistol in your hand.  

High Capacity Heritage
WARTHOG
WHX1045R
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The Warthog was made for action. The pistol’s compact 
frame makes it easy to carry into any situation, yet the 
small size won’t mean a sacrifice in stopping power. The 
contoured grip and beavertail grip safety give you control 
over the pistol, without having to risk hammer bite. 

Regardless of the situation, you can find the right Para 
Warthog to back you up. The classic Warthog gives you 
10+ rounds of .45 ACP stopping power, while the Hawg 9 
has 12*+1 rounds of 9mm.

Or the best Hawg for you may just be one of these with 
an integral light rail, so you can positively identify your 
target in low light.  The new Lite Hawgs give you a choice 
of ten rounds of .45 ACP or a dozen rounds of 9mm in the 
magazine.  The X2 combination mini-light and laser from 
Insight Technology is sold separately. 

THE ULTRA-COMPACT 
PARA WARTHOG

The Hawg 9 redefi nes “high-
capacity” by giving you a full 
12*+1 rounds of stopping power 
in a micro-compact frame. This 
pistol features Para’s Regal fi nish 
and is chambered for the popular 
9mm Luger cartridge and has our 
light-weight alloy frame.

The new Lite Hawg .45, with its 
built-in light rail, gives you positive 
target acquisition regardless of 
the situation. The added heft of 
the solid steel frame makes felt 
recoil minimal even when shooting 
+P ammo. This pistol holds 10+1 
rounds of .45 ACP fi repower.

LITE 
HAWG .45
RHX1045E

*Where restricted, models available 
with 10-round magazines.

HAWG 9
WHX129R*

LITE HAWG 9
Product Code: 

RHX129E

ONLINE: www.parahawg.com/litehawg

COVERT 
BLACK SLIM 
HAWG
PSHX645R

The new, light-weight Covert Black 
Slim Hawg combines the incredibly 
small frame of the Warthog with 
the timeless reliability of the single 
stack, single-action 1911. This alloy 
pistol holds 6+1 rounds of .45 ACP 
fi repower, and weighs a mere 24 
ounces when empty.

PSHX645R

The new, light-weight Covert Black 

COVERT BLACK 
SLIM HAWG
Product Code: 
PSHX645R
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OPS
Product Code: 
PCWX745S

This is our classic single-stack 
pistol with the ultimate Power 
Extractor technology.  You can pay 
more money but you will not get a 
better 1911 anywhere.  Standard 
on all PXT 1911 pistols are match-
grade ramped barrels, beavertail grip 
safeties, extended slide lock safeties, 
competition triggers and hammers.  
The SSP adds a full-length guide rod, 
three white-dot fi xed sights and our 
durable Regal Para Kote fi nish.

1911 SSP
PX745E

The Para Power Extractor™ is the revolution that created 
the ultimate 1911.  Para’s PXT technology eliminated the 
one weakness in the original 1911 design.  Its massive 
Power Extractor gives you improved feeding and positive 
extraction of every round, shot after shot.  

And for those who want compact and micro-compact 
pistols Para’s exclusive Power Extractor increases their 
reliability. The Para LTC is the PXT version of the most 
popular 1911 compact pistol in the world. It has a 
4.25-inch barrel on a full-size frame.

The Para LTC pistols just like all Para PXT 1911s give you 
more value for your money with custom extras that are 
standard such as match-grade ramped barrels, beavertail 
grip safeties, extended slide lock safeties and competition 
triggers.

In 2007, all Para full-size single-stack pistols come with 
two eight-round magazines.  Once again Para continues 
its high capacity heritage with giving you extra capacity 
regardless of the size of the pistol.  

PXT™ SINGLE-ACTION, 
SINGLE STACK

Like all Para PXT 1911s, our fi rst 
Special Edition pistol is for shooters.  
It has the custom extras you have 
most often asked us for, such as an 
ambidextrous safety, full-length 
guide rod and the Novak Extreme 
Duty® adjustable rear sight.  
Expensive and rare AAA Cocobolo 
stocks are hand rubbed to bring out 
their beauty.

SSP-SE1
PX745E MB
Special Edition

LTC 
(STAINLESS)
Product Code: 

PCX745S

LTC 
(ALLOY)

Product Code: 
PCX745R

At Para, we believe that 
providing you with the 
best pistol means that we 
will stand behind that 
pistol 100% for as long 
as you own it. We will 
provide the original 
retail purchaser of any one 
of our pistols with all 
necessary service, free of 
charge, for the lifetime 
of the pistol, where 
adjustment or repair is 
required due to some 
defect in materials or 
workmanship.

The Best 
Service Policy

ONLINE: www.parapxt.com/ltcs

Now our classic PXT 1911 comes in 
all weather stainless steel. The new 
Stainless SSP comes with all the 
custom features that you expect 
including three white-dot fi xed 
sights, two eight-round magazines 
and a brushed satin fi nish.

STAINLESS SSP
PX745S

Now our classic PXT 1911 comes in 
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In 2006, the USPSA kicked off a new 
division for 1911 Single Stack pistols.  
The Todd Jarrett/USPSA Limited 
Edition .45 is the perfect pistol for 
you to win your class in this new 
division at your local USPSA club. 
This pistol features an ambidextrous 
safety, a fi ber optic front sight, 
and Novak’s Extreme Duty® 
adjustable rear sight.  

And now, Para has given you yet 
another beautiful choice, this one is 
the PXT 1911 SSP in .38 Super with 
our new Bright Stainless fi nish and 
tough synthetic Mother of Pearl 
stocks (pictured above). The 1911 
SSP is also available with cocobolo 
double-diamond checkered stocks, 
Product Code: PX938S.

1911 SSP 
.38 SUPER
PX938P

TODD JARRETT 
USPSA LIMITED 
EDITION .45    
PX745J*

Classic design meets cutting edge 
technology in Para’s 1911 Limited. 
This pistol has the reliable single-
stack, single action 1911 frame, but 
adds the Power Extractor for feeding 
and extracting reliability, fi ber optic 
front sight, adjustable rear sight, 
ambidextrous safety and a stunning 
Sterling fi nish make this your best 
looking best shooting 1911.

1911 LIMITED 
SX745S

Classic design meets cutting edge 

TODD JARRETT 
USPSA LIMITED 
EDITION .45
Product Code: 

PX745J

A good sight picture is necessary to make 
every shot your best shot. That’s why our 
NEW Interchangeable Fiber Optic Front Sight is 
included on both the new Tactical Duty SSP, and 
the Todd Jarrett USPSA Limited Edition .45. The 
fiber optic rod draws in all available light to create 
a bright, easy-to-see dot on your front sight.

Fiber Optic Sight

TACTICAL DUTY SSP
Product Code: PX745S TD

To hit your target there are two things your pistol must 
have: sights you can see, and a great trigger. 

If you cannot see your sights, you cannot place your 
shot on the target.  Practical and speed shooting champion 
Todd Jarrett knows this better than anyone else.  When he 
designed his signature pistols for USPSA competition he 
specified a fiber optic front sight.  In 2007, Para made its 
rugged and reliable fiber optic front sight standard on its 
Limited models and on the new Tactical Duty SSP 1911.

Once you have the most advanced iron sight picture in the 
world, you need to be able to make the shot.  If your trigger 
pull is too heavy, or if it is crunchy with backlash, you are 
likely to jerk the sights off the target at that crucial moment 
and miss your shot.

That is why Para provides match grade hammers and 
triggers on all of its single-action pistols.  Our match grade 
trigger gives you a clean, crisp release. That, combined with 
the fast lock time of our skeletonized hammer, assures when 
you press off the shot, you will hit your target.

TAKE YOUR BEST SHOT

ONLINE: www.parapxt.com/para1911



The Para Hi-Cap PXT™ has more custom extras as standard 
equipment than any other high capacity pistol in its class. 
From a full-length guide rod at the muzzle to the competition 
hammer at the rear of the slide, Para Power Extractor PXT 
pistols are loaded with extras. Each pistols includes our easy to 
depress beavertail grip safety, extended slide lock safety, match 
grade trigger with overtravel adjustment, skeletonized spur 
hammer for fast lock time and the best sight picture from our 
adjustable or three white-dot fixed sights.

Now, the world’s most famous micro-1911, the Warthog, has a 
big brother. It is a full-size duty pistol with an alloy frame. The 
Big Hawg comes from the genius of Para that created the first 
production high capacity .45 ACP pistol, the P14∙45. We know 
how much weight you already carry on your duty belt and this 
Hawg makes your burden a little lighter.

Like all Warthogs, the new Big Hawg comes with match grade 
ramped barrel, Power Extractor, three white-dot fixed sights and 
frame with integral plunger tube and grip screw bushings.

And just like our standard P14∙45, the Big Hawg comes standard 
with custom extras you need to be the best shooter you can be. 

PXT™ SINGLE-ACTION, 
HIGH CAPACITY

BIG HAWG
Product Code: 
PX1445R BH
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The full-size Para P18•9 offers the 
highest capacity, 18*+1 rounds, of 
any 9mm handgun produced today.  
This Para pistol gives you the 
winning combination of mild recoil 
with its full-size stainless steel 
frame, and a great sight picture 
from the fully adjustable rear sight.  

*Where restricted, models available 
with 10-round magazines.

The P14•45 has become the 
standard in high capacity big-bore 
pistols with 14*+1 rounds of .45 
ACP fi repower.  In rust-resistant 
stainless steel with a classic brushed 
fi nish, the P14•45 gives you rugged 
reliability with three-dot fi xed 
sights for easy targeting.  

P18•9
PX189S*

Para’s new Big Hawg has all the 
power of the micro-compact 
Warthog pistols, only in a full-size, 
lightweight frame. This pistol has 
14*+1 rounds of .45 ACP fi repower, 
and features that will make you 
a better shot, like match grade 
ramped barrel, Power Extractor, 
three white-dot fi xed sights and 
frame with integral plunger tube 
and grip screw bushings.

BIG HAWG
PX1445R BH*

P14•45
PX1445S*

The Para match-grade trigger with overtravel stop 
eliminates backlash for a clean, crisp break. Combine 
this with Para’s competition hammer, which is 
skeletonized for quicker lock time, and each bullet is 
launched precisely upon your command. Align the 
sights, press the trigger, and hit your target. The 
best trigger brings out the champion in you.

The Best Triggers

P18•9
Product Code: 

PX189S

ONLINE: www.parahawg.com/bighawg



HI-CAPACITY SINGLE-
ACTION LIMITED

Para pistols have always been known for outstanding out-
of-the-box performance, from the first shot to the last. 
But Para is constantly striving to give you more options.  

That’s why Para offers our Limited Series models… a 
total package that includes all the most-asked-for custom 
features for a fraction of the price. Each Limited pistol has 
a full-length recoil guide system that eliminates spring 
bind. Front and rear slide serrations make for easier slide 
retraction. The competition trigger with an overtravel stop 
eliminates backlash and the ambidextrous safety facilitates 
southpaw or “support hand” shooting.

Para is a company of champions, and World Class shooter 
Todd Jarrett has designed the ultimate Para pistol to bring 
out the champion in you (pictured at left, Product Code: 
SX1640J).  When you purchase a Todd Jarrett pistol, a 
portion of the proceeds go directly to USPSA, helping 
ensure that the shooting sports will continue for future 
generations of handgun owners.  
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You could send your full-size .45 off 
to a custom pistolsmith, pay big 
bucks and wait for months… and 
not have a gun approaching the 
out-of-the-box performance of the 
Para S14•45 Limited. This pistol 
offers a full 14*+1 rounds 
of powerful .45ACP fi repower, 
where legal.

This customized competition pistol 
features Novak Extreme Duty® 
adjustable rear sight combined 
with a fi ber optic front sight which 
absorbs light to give you the best 
sight picture even at dusk. It 
also has a magazine well as 
cavernous as “Jaws” so you can 
smoke reloads like Todd.  

*Where restricted, models available 
with 10-round magazines.

TODD JARRETT USPSA 
LIMITED EDITION .40

Product Code: SX1640J

S14•45 
LIMITED
SX1445S*

TODD JARRETT 
USPSA LIMITED 
EDITION .40    
SX1640J*

The S16•40 Limited has the 
incomparable Power Extractor™ 
for feeding and extracting 
reliability, 16*+1 round .40 S&W 
fi repower, and a host of 
custom-shop extras. In fact, when 
World Champion Todd Jarrett is 
competing in single-action USPSA 
events, the Para S16•40 Limited is 
his gun of choice. 

S16•40 
LIMITED
SX1640S*

S14•45 LIMITED

Product Code: SX1445S

ONLINE: www.parapxt.com/tjpistol

The Best Hammers
Para’s skeletonized spur hammer 
has a faster lock time than 
conventional hammers.  You get 
a clean, crisp release of the hammer 
each time you press our match-grade 
trigger, allowing you to break 
the shot precisely as you come on target. 
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LDA SINGLE STACK 
CARRY OPTION™

When you’re going undercover, you need a carry pistol 
that is compact and easy to conceal. 

Para’s award-winning Carry Safe™ line of pistols with 
their triple safety system let you carry them hammer-
down but ready for action when needed. And all of the 
Para Carry Option pistols have flush hammers and a 
rounded grip safety to prevent snagging on clothing. 
Add the reliability of the Para Power Extractor™ and 
the LDA’s sweet trigger and you have a series of carry 
pistols that can’t be beat.

New for 2007 are the Para Carry 9 in 9mm and two 
models in .45 GAP. The Carry 9 is a 9-round pistol (8 in 
the magazine and one in the chamber). The Carry Gap 
and CCO Gap pistols have the stopping power of the 
.45 ACP, but the compact .45 GAP cartridge means you 
get a smaller frame and a more compact grip for better 
recoil control. Only Para gives you the options you want 
on Carry Safe pistols. 

With its 3.5-inch barrel and extra 
concealability features, this may well 
be the ultimate defensive handgun. 
This one has it all… 7+1 rounds of 
.45 ACP in its compact frame, fl ush 
hammer and bobbed beavertail, and 
the new Griptor grasping grooves on 
the front strap of the pistol that aid 
in controlling recoil during rapid fi re.

Winner of the 2003 GUNS & AMMO 
Gun of the Year Award, the Para 
CCW is one of a special series of 
single stack LDA autos engineered  
to offer the ideal balance between 
concealability and shootability, and 
what handgun writer Wiley Clapp 
refers to as perhaps “the optimum 
concealed carry pistol.”  The 4.25-
inch barrel and noticeably short 
pistol butt make for a compact 
handgun that’s easy to carry.

With its 3.5-inch barrel and extra 

CCO
CWX745S

Winner of the 2003 GUNS & AMMO 

CCW
CCWX745S

Novak’s Extreme Duty® adjustable rear sight 
is available on the Covert Black Carry (Product 
Code: CWX645B) and other select models.  
The Novak sight has tough sides to protect the 
wide, rear sight blade giving you the precision 
of a target sight picture with the durability 
of a fixed sight. And, the sight has Novak’s 
famous snag-free contours for easy carry.

Novak Sights from Para

CARRY 9

Product Code: 
CWX79R

CCO GAP

Product Code: 
CWX745G

CARRY GAP

Product Code: 
CWX645G

ONLINE: www.para-lda.com/gap

The award-winning Para Carry, 
measuring just 6.5 inches long 
and 4.75 inches high, was declared 
the “World’s Smallest DAO .45 
Auto” by the editors of GUNS 
& AMMO magazine when it was 
introduced in 2001. Yet this small 
pistol also proves to be remarkably 
controllable, thanks to the Griptor 
grasping grooves and smooth pull 
of the LDA trigger.

The award-winning Para Carry, 
measuring just 6.5 inches long 

CARRY
CWX645S



Hawg Power: Put it to Work for You

HAWG 9 

Product Code: 
WHX129R

STAINLESS
WARTHOG 

Product Code: 
WHX1045S

BIG HAWG 

Product Code: 
PX1445R BH

COVERT BLACK 
SLIM HAWG 

Product Code: 
PSHX645R

SLIM HAWG 

Product Code: 
PSHX645S

Our family of Hawgs started with the world’s best micro-compact 1911,  
the Warthog. In Para’s High Capacity tradition, we made the Warthog 
a 10-round pistol.  The compact, hi-cap Warthog is ready to go into 
any theatre of action. Since the first Hawg, you have asked for 
single-stack versions like the Slim Hawg and the new alloy-
frame Covert Black Slim Hawg. Sometimes you just 
need a BIG HAWG and it is 
here, with a light-weight 
14-round frame.  
Put the power 
of a Para Hawg 
to work for 
you today.

www.parahawg.com/hawgpower

These Hawgs were made for action.  Find out how they can keep your  
bacon out of the fire today:
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TAC-FIVE
Product Code: CTX189B

Para’s Carry 12 is one of the most 
powerful carry pistols on the 
market today. With a 3.5-inch barrel 
and 12*+1 rounds of .45 ACP, you 
get a gun that is easy to conceal but 
won’t make you sacrifi ce any fi re-
power. And it comes standard with 
low-mount, three-dot tritium night 
sights for easier target acquisition 
regardless of the situation.

Although the Tac-Four is designed 
as a defensive handgun, don’t be 
surprised at competition-level results 
when you take it to the range… the 
remarkable anti-fl inch LDA trigger 
system is that good! The fl ush 
hammer and bobbed beavertail 
make for a more concealable, snag-
free and easy-drawing package. 

*Where restricted, models available 
with 10-round magazines.

CARRY 12
CTX1245N*

regardless of the situation.

Although the Tac-Four is designed 

TAC-FOUR
CTX1345S*

TAC-FORTY

Product Code: 
CTX1540S

Para is the company that made High Capacity and Light Double-Action synonymous 
with .45 ACP.  Para’s Carry Option pistols are the ultimate defensive handguns thanks 
to the security and shootability of the LDA trigger system plus flush hammer, bobbed 
beavertail and low-profile slide lock safety for concealibility.

ONLINE: www.para-lda.com/hicapcarry

The Best Protection

ON DUTY WITH PARA
There are places no one wants to go: dark, dangerous 
and with an uncertain fortune at the other end.  
Para builds tough guns for tough guys who defend 
and protect the common good. 

At Para, we want to give you the option of carrying the 
best with no compromise, that’s why Para gives you 
the most choices – from ultra flat, single stack to high 
capacity carry pistols. And only Para Carry Safe™ pistols 
give you the confidence of a hammer-down carry with the 
assurance of our triple safety system on all LDA pistols. 
Many agencies have already tested and approved Para 
for both on- and off-duty use; perhaps your agency 
should find out why. 

For those in Law Enforcement who have to purchase their 
own duty pistols, or simply choose to carry the latest 
technology, Para has the easiest program in the industry 
for you. We have a special Individual Officer Purchase 
Kit that you can use at any storefront gun shop in the 
country. Everything about this program is tailored for 
you, the Law Enforcement professional. Call us today to 
receive your Para Individual Officer Purchase Kit.

INDIVIDUAL OFFICER PURCHASE The Newest LDA, the Tac-Forty, 
makes you a champion everyday. 
With 15 rounds of .40 caliber 
fi repower in a duty sized pistol, this 
pistol is made for you - especially 
if you serve and protect the com-
mon good. This pistol gives you the 
security of a hammer-down carry for 
a lightning fast fi rst shot, and the 
famous 1911 grip lets you hit where 
you point.

TAC-FORTY
CTX1540S*

ONLINE: www.para-lda.com/officer
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LDA SINGLE STACK
While many people in the industry have tried to create a 
double-action autoloading pistol, they have always had to 
struggle against the heavy trigger pull that was required 
to cock and release the hammer. But it was the genius of 
Para that finally broke through the old way of thinking. 
Para refused to accept that a double-action trigger had to 
be long and heavy, making it hard to hit your target. 

Para’s light double-action (LDA) trigger system gives you 
the smoothest trigger you have ever felt on a double-
action handgun of any kind, whether it is a revolver or 
an autoloader.  

The LDA was not invented to replace the single-action 
trigger on the 1911 pistol.  We could have put the LDA 
trigger into any style of pistol. We consider the ergonom-
ics of the 1911-type pistol to be the best in the world for 
an autoloading pistol. 

For those who must have a hammer-down carry, or  just 
prefer a double-action trigger, we give you the LDA with 
its natural stroke that is consistent every pull.  It is the 
sweetest trigger you have ever tried!  

BLACK WATCH 
COMPANION
Product Code: 
CX745S

The LDA Super Sport Pistol is Para’s 
full-size single stack pistol. The LDA 
SSP combines the natural balance 
and pointability that comes from 
the classically slim single stack 
design with the impressively 
smooth trigger pull that only an 
LDA pistol can give you.

LDA SSP
DX745S

The Tac-S is the single stack version 
of Para’s best selling high capacity 
LDA, the Tac-Four. You get the great 
feel of a 1911-style pistol with a 
trigger that makes you a better 
marksman. The Tac-S gives you 8+1 
rounds of potent .45 ACP fi repower, 
solid steel construction, and the 
security and shootability of the LDA 
trigger system.  

TAC-S
DCX745E

The Black Watch Companion 
combines great looks, single stack 
slimness, and, chambered in the 
potent .45 ACP caliber, it is a 
defensive pistol worthy of 
protecting a king. The Black Watch 
Companion has Para’s ultimate 
Light Double-Action (LDA) trigger 
system, and holds 7+1 rounds of 
.45 fi repower.

BLACK WATCH 
COMPANION
CX745S

The Best Double-Action
Para’s LDA, or Light Double-Action, triggers are a 
known advantage on the range where the smooth 
trigger pull helps you hit your target more 
consistently, shot after shot. But the 
advantage doesn’t stop there. Para’s 
LDA Carry Safe pistols allow 
a hammer-down carry for 
instant readiness and 
a trigger pull so 
light and smooth, 
that you’ll be 
less likely to 
jerk your shot 
off target.

TAC-S
Product Code: 

DCX745E

ONLINE: www.para-lda.com/trigger



The 
Best 
Double-Tap
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The Hi-Cap Limited .45 gives you 
the latest in shooting technology. 
This superb pistol holds 14*+1 
rounds of powerful .45 ACP, has 
an incomparably light double-
action trigger pull, and includes 
as standard all of the extras that 
will make you a better shooter.  

*Where restricted, models available 
with 10-round magazines.

HI-CAP 
LTD .45  
TX1445S*

The famous “Double-Tap” is the 
requirement on most USPSA/
IPSC targets.  Practical shooters 
train to place two shots with 
two flash sight pictures as 
quickly as possible on the 
cardboard targets.  Shoot too fast 
and you get one A and one B or C, or 
even worse, one A and a miss.  The 
natural stroke of the LDA trigger gives you 
an extra couple of hundredths of a second between flash 
sight pictures—just long enough to let the front sight settle 
in the rear notch giving you two A hits. Winning is Sweet.

HI-CAP LTD .45
Product Code: 

TX1445S

The Hi-Cap .45 gives you 14*+1 
rounds of .45 ACP stopping power. 
This full-size semi-auto 
incorporates the three vital LDA 
safety features: a thumb safety 
that disengages the trigger; a 
grip safety that locks the hammer 
assembly; and an internal fi ring-
pin-block to guard against the 
possibility of accidental discharge. 

The Covert Black Hi-Cap .45 is 
the classy all-black version of 
this full-size LDA pistol. The non-
refl ective baked on fi nish is highly 
durable and gives this pistol a look 
that can’t be beat. Only Para has 
ramped barrels and the patented 
technology of the new Power 
Extractor™ for ultimate reliability 
and accuracy.

The Hi-Cap .45 gives you 14*+1 

HI-CAP .45
DX1445S*

COVERT BLACK 
HI-CAP .45
DX1445E*LDA HI-CAP LIMITED

The Para LDA High Capacity Limited pistols are the best of 
the best. You have the winning advantage of the remarkable 
Light Double-Action trigger, combined with our famous 
high capacity frame and all the extra features you would 
expect from a custom shop pistol. 

You can purchase a Para pistol with confidence, knowing 
that Para maintains the highest quality control standard in 
the firearms industry – bar none! While several competitors 
boast that their barrels are air-gauged to verify consistency 
within one thousandth of an inch (.001”), Para works to a 
match-grade plus or minus four ten-thousandths of an inch 
(+/- .0004”). 

Para’s Limited LDA models have been especially popular 
with those who protect our communities and the nation by 
serving in law enforcement. The Limited LDAs, with extras 
standard like ambidextrous safety and adjustable sights in 
highly effective calibers like .40 S&W and .45 ACP as well 
as 9mm, bring out the best marksman in you. So whether 
you’re on duty, or shooting competitively on the range, you 
can rest at ease, knowing that your pistol will never give 
you anything less than the best.

ONLINE: www.para-lda.com/limited

HI-CAP .45
Product Code: DX1445S
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LIGHT RAIL PISTOLS
Para continues to listen to its customers.  You asked 
for our popular Nite-Tac LDA with a thinner, narrower 
frame.  You got it.  The Para LDA Nite-Tacs with 
universal light rail and our incredible light double-
action (LDA) trigger system are now available with 
classic single stack frames.  Para gives you the choice of 
steel frames with the Covert Black Para Kote finish or 
stainless steel with the classic brushed stainless finish.

Like all Nite-Tacs, add your favorite light, or light and 
laser to our universal rail underneath the dustshield 
of the pistol.  Para spared no expense in designing this 
frame.  The massive integral light rail reinforces the 
dustshield of the traditional 1911-style pistol and it is 
beefed up for hard work.  It will not flex like add on 
light rails bolted to thinner dustshields. 

Get the Nite-Tac that best fits your hands and cut 
through the darkness to illuminate your target.

The new Covert Black Nite-Tac .45 
comes in carbon steel with our 
tough Para Kote non-refl ective 
Covert Black fi nish, shown above, or 
in brushed stainless steel (Product 
Code: RX1445S). Each Nite-Tac has 
a fi ve-inch barrel, three-dot fi xed 
sights and weighs 41 ounces empty 
without a light attached. Lights are 
sold separately.  

COVERT BLACK 
NITE-TAC .45
RX1445E*

*Where restricted, models available 
with 10-round magazines.

COVERT BLACK 
1911 NITE-TAC 

Product Code: 
PRX745B

1911 
NITE-TAC 

Product Code: 
PRX745S

LIGHT THE NIGHT: 
No Targets Unseen!
Now, Para has created the ultimate duty pistol with 
the addition of our universal light rail to both Para’s  
LDA high capacity pistols, and to classic single 
stack models. The new Para Nite-Tac cuts 
through the darkness and illuminates 
your subject for positive threat 
identification. Lights sold separately.

Para’s classic single-action, single 
stack 1911 pistol is now outfi tted 
with a light rail. The Covert Black 
1911 Nite-Tac has a competition 
hammer, a full-length guide and 
the clean, crisp trigger release 
that you are used to on the Para 
PXT 1911s.  This pistol also comes 
in rust-resistant stainless steel, 
Product Code PRX745S.

COVERT BLACK 
1911 NITE-TAC 
PRX745B

If you want a single-stack Nite-Tac 
pistol with a Light Double-Action 
(LDA) trigger, this is it.  The LDA 
trigger offers you a hammer down 
carry and the sweetest, smoothest 
trigger of any double-action pistol 
in the world. This pistol is also 
available in Para’s non-refl ective 
black Para Kote Finish, Product 
Code is RX745B.    

NITE-TAC SS
RX745S

ONLINE: www.para-lda.com/nitetac

COYOTE BROWN 
NITE-TAC

Product Code: 
RX1445E CB

SPECIAL EDITION 
LIMITED PRODUCTION



PXT HIGH CAPACITY, SINGLE-ACTION MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
           BIG HAWG PX1445R BH .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 28 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” ALLOY REGAL

P14•45 PX1445S .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS
P18•9 PX189S 9MM 18*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS

PXT 1911, SINGLE-ACTION, SINGLE STACK MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
1911 OPS PCWX745S .45 ACP 7+1 3.5” 32 OZ. 7.1” 5” STAINLESS STAINLESS
1911 LTC PCX745E .45 ACP 8+1 4.25” 35 OZ. 7.75” 5.75” STEEL REGAL
1911 LTC PCX745R .45 ACP 8+1 4.25” 28 OZ. 7.75” 5.75” ALLOY REGAL
1911 LTC PCX745S .45 ACP 8+1 4.25” 35 OZ. 7.75” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS
1911 SSP PX745E .45 ACP 8+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STEEL REGAL

1911 SSP-SE11 PX745E MB1 .45 ACP 8+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STEEL MIDNIGHT BLUE

              1911 STAINLESS  SSP PX745S .45 ACP 8+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS
           1911 TACTICAL DUTY 

SSP PX745S TD .45 ACP 8+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS

TODD JARRETT 
USPSA LIMITED EDITION .45 PX745J .45 ACP 8+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STEEL COVERT BLACK/ 

STERLING

1911 SSP with Pearl Grips PX938P .38 SUPER 9+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS BRIGHT 
STAINLESS

1911 SSP with Wood Grips PX938S .38 SUPER 9+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS BRIGHT 
STAINLESS

PXT HIGH CAPACITY, SINGLE-ACTION, LIMITED MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
S14•45 LIMITED SX1445S .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STERLING
S16•40 LIMITED SX1640S .40 S&W 16*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STERLING
TODD JARRETT 

USPSA LIMITED EDITION .40 SX1640J .40 S&W 16*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STEEL COVERT BLACK/ 
STERLING

SPECIFICATIONS: Carry Option™ and Warthog 

PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, HIGH CAPACITY,  CARRY OPTION SERIES

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
CARRY 12 CTX1245N .45 ACP 12*+1 3.5” 34 OZ. 7” 5” STAINLESS STAINLESS
TAC-FOUR CTX1345S .45 ACP 13*+1 4.25” 36 OZ. 7.7” 5.25” STAINLESS STAINLESS

           TAC-FORTY CTX1540S .40 S&W 15*+1 4.25” 36 OZ. 7.7” 5.25” STAINLESS STAINLESS
TAC-FIVE CTX189B 9MM 18*+1 5” 37.5 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS COVERT BLACK

* Where legal. A 10-round option is also available for states where firearms owners’ capacity is restricted. 

: Carry Option

HAWG 9
WHX129R

WARTHOG, PXT SINGLE-ACTION MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
             COVERT BLACK 

SLIM HAWG PSHX645R .45 ACP 6+1 3” 24 OZ. 6.75” 4.75” ALLOY COVERT BLACK

SLIM HAWG PSHX645S .45 ACP 6+1 3” 30 OZ. 6.75” 4.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS
NITE HAWG NHX1045N .45 ACP 10+1 3” 24 OZ. 6.75” 4.5” ALLOY COVERT BLACK
WARTHOG WHX1045R .45 ACP 10+1 3” 24 OZ. 6.75” 4.5” ALLOY REGAL

STAINLESS WARTHOG WHX1045S .45 ACP 10+1 3” 31 OZ. 6.75” 4.5” STAINLESS   STAINLESS
HAWG 9 WHX129R 9MM 12*+1 3” 24 OZ. 6.75” 4.5” ALLOY REGAL

LITE HAWG .45 RHX1045E .45 ACP 10+1 3” 31.5 OZ. 6.75” 4.5” STEEL COVERT BLACK
LITE HAWG 9 RHX129E 9MM 12*+1 3” 31.5 OZ. 6.75” 4.5” STEEL COVERT BLACK

NEW

SPECIFICATIONS: PXT™ Single-Action

NEW

NEW

NEW

TAC-FOUR
CTX1345S

1911 
LIMITED
SX745S

BIG HAWG
PX1445R BH

PXT MAGAZINES
All Para PXT magazines are made in our 
factory to exacting specifications so they 
perfectly fit your Para pistol.  Each Para 
pistol is shipped with two PXT magazines.  
For magazine specifications, and more 
pistol information, see Page 33. * Where legal. A 10-round option is also available for states where firearms owners’ capacity is restricted.  

 1  This is a Special Edition pistol with limited production. 
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PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, SINGLE STACK, CARRY OPTION SERIES

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
COVERT BLACK CARRY CWX645B .45 ACP 6+1 3” 30 OZ. 6.5” 4.75” STAINLESS COVERT BLACK

CARRY CWX645S .45 ACP 6+1 3” 30 OZ. 6.5” 4.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS
           CARRY GAP CWX645G .45 GAP 6+1 3” 29 OZ. 6.4” 4.75” STEEL COVERT BLACK

        CARRY 9 CWX79R 9MM 8+1 3” 24 OZ. 6.5” 4.75” ALLOY COVERT BLACK
CCO - COMPANION 

CARRY OPTION CWX745S .45 ACP 7+1 3.5” 32 OZ. 7” 5” STAINLESS STAINLESS

             CCO - COMPANION 
CARRY OPTION GAP CWX745G .45 GAP 7+1 3.5” 31 OZ. 6.9” 5” STEEL COVERT BLACK

CCW CCWX745S .45 ACP 7+1 4.25” 34 OZ. 7.7” 5” STAINLESS STAINLESS

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

PXT 1911, SINGLE-ACTION, SINGLE STACK LIGHT RAIL MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
COVERT BLACK 
1911 NITE-TAC PRX745B .45 ACP 8+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS COVERT BLACK

1911 NITE-TAC PRX745S .45 ACP 8+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS

PXT 1911, SINGLE-ACTION, SINGLE STACK, LIMITED MODEL

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
            1911 LIMITED SX745S .45 ACP 8+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STERLINGNEW

STAINLESS 
WARTHOG
WHX1045S

LTC 
(STAINLESS)
PCX745S



SPECIFICATIONS: LDA Pistols

PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, HIGH CAPACITY MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
COVERT BLACK HI-CAP .45 DX1445E .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STEEL COVERT BLACK

HI-CAP .45 DX1445S .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS

PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, HIGH CAPACITY, LIMITED

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
HI-CAP LIMITED .45 TX1445S .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STERLING

PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, SINGLE STACK MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
BLACK WATCH COMPANION CX745S .45 ACP 7+1 3.5” 32 OZ. 7.1” 5” STAINLESS BLACK WATCH

TAC-S DCX745E .45 ACP 8+1 4.25” 35 OZ. 7.75” 5.75” STEEL SPEC OPS
LDA SSP DX745S .45 ACP 8+1 5” 39 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS

PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, HIGH CAPACITY LIGHT RAIL MODELS        

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
COVERT BLACK NITE-TAC .45 RX1445E .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STEEL COVERT BLACK

            COYOTE BROWN 
NITE-TAC1 RX1445E CB1 .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STEEL COYOTE 

BROWN
NITE-TAC .45 RX1445S .45 ACP 14*+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESS

* Where legal. A 10-round option is also available for states where firearms owners’ capacity is restricted. 
 1  This is a Special Edition pistol with limited production. 
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NEW

PXT LDA, DOUBLE-ACTION ONLY, SINGLE STACK LIGHT RAIL MODELS

MODEL PRODUCT CODE CALIBER ROUNDS BARREL WEIGHT LENGTH HEIGHT RECEIVER FINISH
            COVERT BLACK 

NITE-TAC SS RX745B .45 ACP 8+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS COVERT BLACK

            NITE-TAC SS RX745S .45 ACP 8+1 5” 40 OZ. 8.5” 5.75” STAINLESS STAINLESSNEW

NEW
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SHOOT WITH THE BEST...
Todd Jarrett has been a dominant force 
in practical shooting in the United States 
for the past decade.  This soft spoken 
southern gentleman makes legends 
quiver in their holsters when he 
approaches the shooting line.  

Then as he burns down the field 
course shooting “A”s faster than 
they can imagine with his 
tuned Para pistol they shake 
their heads and wonder what 
to do next.

Todd has won nine US National 
Titles, and over 60 area and state 
championships.  He has been a 
member of the United States 
Practical Shooting Association 

(USPSA) “Gold Team” since 1990.  
He has competed internationally 

since 1992 and held the International 
Confederation’s (IPSC) World 

Champion title from 1996 to 1999.

He is the only USPSA Triple 
Crown winner, the first Grand 
Master to have won National 

Championships in all four USPSA 
handgun divisions, in addition to 

being a three-time Steel Master in 
World Speed Shooting competition.

A true champion, Todd loves to share 
his winning knowledge with others.  

He has designed two single-action Para 
pistols for practical shooting so you 
too can have the Para winning edge.  

Todd has used Para 
pistols exclusively 
for the last 15 
years, logging over 
a million rounds 
of ammunition 
through them as 
he has competed 
in practical 
shooting 
competition.

LDA Pistols

HI-CAP LTD .45
TX1445S

TAC-S
DCX745E

COYOTE BROWN 
NITE-TAC
RX1445E CB

COVERT BLACK
NITE-TAC .45
RX1445E

NITE-TAC .45
RX1445S

COVERT BLACK
NITE-TAC .45
RX1445E

HI-CAP .45
DX1445S

Todd Jarrett has been a dominant force 
in practical shooting in the United States 
for the past decade.  This soft spoken 
southern gentleman makes legends 
quiver in their holsters when he 

Then as he burns down the field 
course shooting “A”s faster than 

Todd has won nine US National 
Titles, and over 60 area and state 
championships.  He has been a 

Todd 
Jarrett 
USPSA 
Limited 
Edition 

.40

Product 
Code: 

SX1640J
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SINGLE STACK MAGAZINES

PISTOL MODEL CALIBER CAPACITY FINISH PRODUCT CODE
CWX645B / CWX645S / PSHX645R / 

PSHX645S
.45 ACP 6 NICKEL PLATED PNM645P

CWX645G .45 GAP 6 NICKEL PLATED MNG645P
CCWX745S / CWX745S / CX745S / 

PCWX745S
.45 ACP 7 NICKEL PLATED PCN745P

CWX745G .45 GAP 7 NICKEL PLATED MNG745P
CWX79R 9MM 8 NICKEL PLATED PCN79P

DCX745E / DX745S / PCX745E / 
PCX745R / PCX745S / PRX745B / 
PRX745S / PX745E / PX745E MB / 
PX745S / PX745S TD / RX745B / 

RX745S / SX745S / TX745S

.45 ACP 8 NICKEL PLATED PNM845

PX745J .45 ACP 8 NICKEL PLATED PNMJ845
PX938P / PX938S .38 SUPER 9 NICKEL PLATED PNM938

HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINES

PISTOL MODEL CALIBER CAPACITY FINISH PRODUCT CODE
NHX1045N / RHX1045E / WHX1045R / 

WHX1045S .45 ACP 10 NICKEL PLATED PNMC45R

CTX1245N / SX1245S .45 ACP 12 NICKEL PLATED PNMS45
RHX129E / WHX129R 9MM 12 NICKEL PLATED PNMC9

CTX1345S .45 ACP 13 NICKEL PLATED PNMM45
DCX1445E / DX1445E / DX1445S / 

PX1445S / PX1445E MB / PX1445R BH / 
RX1445E / RX1445E CB / 

RX1445S / SX1445S / TX1445S

.45 ACP 14 NICKEL PLATED PNM45

CTX1540S .40 S&W 15 NICKEL PLATED PNMM40
SX1640S .40 S&W 16 NICKEL PLATED PNM40
SX1640J .40 S&W 16 NICKEL PLATED PNMJ40

CTX189B / DX189S / PX189S / TX189S 9MM 18 NICKEL PLATED PNM9

PARA PRO SHOP
The Pro Shop offers a full selection of factory magazines for 
every type of Para pistol. Use the chart below to determine the 
appropriate magazine for your model pistol. 

PXT MAGAZINES
The Para Pro Shop is your source in the U.S.A. for original Para-Ordnance factory 
magazines, Para wearing apparel and other Para logo accessories for shooters.  
Browse products and shop online at the Para Pro Shop website: www.paraproshop.com, 
or Call Toll-Free: (888) 999-9386.

A.

C.

B.A.  Para PXT Green Polo Shirt - Product# 0000900
      This shirt has embroidered Para and PXT logos on it. Sizes M-XL.

B.  Para PXT Tan Cap - Product# 0000800
      Tan cap with embroidered Para and PXT logos on it. One size fi ts all.

C.  Leather Waistbelt Pack with Holster Pocket - Product# 0001000
      This waistbelt pack has four zippered pockets.

D.  PXT Magazines
      All Para PXT magazines are made in our factory to exacting 
      specifi cations so they perfectly fi t your Para pistol.  The magazine                   
      tubes are made of high tensile strength steel and carefully formed on       
      precision dies.  The back of the tubes are meticulously welded so they 
      are virtually seamless.  The tubes are then plated with a special nickel       
      formula to reduce rusting and increase lubricity. 

D.
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VISIT THE PRO SHOP
Browse products and shop online at 
the new Para Pro Shop website
http://www.paraproshop.com

You can also contact the Pro Shop 
directly via phone or mail:

Toll-free: (888) 999-9386

1919 N.E. 45th St. 
FT. Lauderdale, FL 33308 

If you are looking for original 
Para-Ordnance factory magazines, 
including some models of pre-ban 
high capacity magazines, the Para 
Pro shop is where you can get 
them. We also supply factory 
replacement tubes for original 
Para magazines.

ORIGINAL MAGS

The Para Pro Shop is now your 
source for Para wearing apparel 
and other related accessories. 

AND MORE...

RESTRICTED CAPACITY 10-ROUND MAGAZINES

PISTOL MODEL CALIBER CAPACITY FINISH PRODUCT CODE
CTX1245N / SX1245S .45 ACP 10 NICKEL PLATED PNMS45R
RHX129E / WHX129R 9MM 10 NICKEL PLATED PNMC9R

CTX1345S .45 ACP 10 NICKEL PLATED PNMM45R
DCX1445E / DX1445E / DX1445S / 

PX1445S / PX1445E MB / PX1445R BH / 
RX1445E / RX1445E CB / 

RX1445S / SX1445S / TX1445S

.45 ACP 10 NICKEL PLATED PNM45R

CTX1540S .40 S&W 10 NICKEL PLATED PNMM40R
SX1640S .40 S&W 10 NICKEL PLATED PNM40R

CTX189B / DX189S / PX189S / TX189S 9MM 10 NICKEL PLATED PNM9R



My passion has always been John Browning’s 1911 pistol.  I have said in 
the past and I still believe today that “it is the best platform for an auto-
loading pistol.”  It’s been my vision to both improve that platform and give 
you more options, so you can choose the right pistol for your situation.

When Gaston Glock came out with his short version of the .45 ACP 
cartridge many asked why we needed a duplicate of the world’s greatest 
defense cartridge.  I immediately recognized the advantage of the .45 GAP 
cartridge.  With today’s advanced powders and superior case designs, you 
could have the same firepower in a shorter cartridge.  This meant that you 
could bring the proven advantage of the .45 ACP cartridge to more people.

We are a world of individuals; we all have different size hands.  Make the 
cartridge shorter and you decrease the size of the magazine and the frame 
as well.  Thus, the pistol’s grip is smaller in circumference and fits more 
hands.

I reasoned that in a compact pistol, you want the ergonomics of the 1911 
grip angle but in a carry pistol you do not want to carry it “cocked and 
locked.”  It is too easy for the pistol to become “cocked and unlocked.”

My development of the LDA trigger system provides a hammer down 
carry with the advantage of a fast and smooth first shot.  Two years ago, 
we brought a couple of LDA .45 GAP prototypes to the SHOT Show to get 
people’s opinions of them.    

A lot of people with small hands told us they liked how the prototype 
GAP pistols fit their hands.  But, I was really surprised when a big, burley 
DEA agent came up and told us that he thought they were the perfect size 
.45 caliber carry pistols.  The response of the public was unanimous, we 
should build them.

I am pleased that our new LDA Carry Gap with a 3-inch barrel and the 
LDA CCO Gap with a 3.5-inch barrel are now available.  You asked for it.  
We said we would make it.  Once again, we have kept our promise to you. 

Closing the GAP Between Design, and Delivery

TED SZABO
PRESIDENT
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Big Hawg..............................
P14•45.................................
P18•9...................................
1911 SSP (.45 ACP)................
SSP-SE1.................................
Todd Jarrett USPSA .45.........
Stainless SSP.........................
Tactical Duty SSP...................
1911 SSP (.38 Super).............
1911 SSP (.38 Super).............
Lite Hawg .45.......................
Lite Hawg 9..........................
Covert Black Nite-Tac..............
Coyote Brown Nite-Tac..........
Nite-Tac .45..........................
Covert Black Nite-Tac SS........
Nite-Tac SS............................
S14•45 Limited.....................
Todd Jarrett USPSA .40.........
S16•40 Limited.....................
1911 Limited........................
Hi-Cap Limited .45................
Warthog................................
Stainless Warthog.................
Hawg 9.................................

Page(s)

12, 13, 19
13
13
9
3, 9
11
9
10
11
29
7
7
27, 30
26, 30
30
29
27
15
14, 31
15
1, 11, 29
24, 25, 30
5
4, 18, 36
7, 18, 28

* Where legal. A 10-round option is also available. 
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